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Chairman’s Comments
              by Kelly Bolton

Last month I detailed some of the steps GM is
taking to upgrade the Bowling Green

Assembly Plant and continue on Corvette’s
success with the C7.  Subsequently a few
questions came to mind concerning what are the
production numbers and who’s buying the new
Corvettes.  First, the production numbers.  2014
sales doubled those of the previous year as word
was getting out about the new C7.

      Sales Results – USA – Corvette
2010 12,624
2011 13,164
2012 14,132
2013 17,291
2014 34,839
2015 33,329
2016 YTD 14,668

By 2009 there were approximately 750,000
Corvettes registered (1967 thru 2009).  Since that
time GM has sold 140,047 additional Corvette’s
from 2010 to current date.  Pretty impressive!

Second, who’s buying the new Corvettes?  In the
2009 SEMA survey 55% of the Corvette Buyers
were between 49 and 63 with an average age
around 56.  Today the C7 has lowered the average
buyers age by almost 10 years and when you ask
an  older C7 buyer, they say, “I felt 21 again when I
picked it up, does that count?”

In another category of one of my favorite
“Nealism’s” under “Whoda thunk it?” I found
Camless Engines.  Instead of grinding lift, and
duration a Swedish company is programming it
into their pneumatic valve actuators.  Not sure if
Zora or Smokey ever tried this and it’s another
example of out of the box thinking.

A subsidiary of Swedish supercar marque
Koenigsegg has been working on a new type of
valve system for engines that does away
completely with the camshaft, hence the descriptor
“camless” is often used. That subsidiary is
FreeValve (previously Cargine), which has
published a video that shows the inner workings of
its revolutionary engine.

The engine relies on pneumatic valve actuators to
open valves, which are then closed by air pressure
or springs. Each of the valves can be controlled
individually, which enables infinitely variable valve
lift and duration as well as easy cylinder
deactivation. A pneumatic valvetrain also draws
less energy from the engine than conventional
cams.

This is all said to result in both significant gains in
output (up to a 30 percent increase in horsepower
and torque) and a jump in fuel economy (also up to
30 percent). Overall emissions are said to be
reduced significantly as well.

So what’s the hold up? Reliability, refinement and
noise levels aren’t up to scratch and remain the
biggest hurdles in the technology’s advancement.

Looking forward to near term events:

• Chapter Breakfast Meeting August 6th will
share the current news at the National
Level and on our NCRS-OK web-site.  Dale
Scott is planning to drive his ’53 and  will
update us on his latest restoration efforts.
The National Convention in Warwick,
Rhode Island, is now in the books and Lee
“Mr. Duntov” Stigall and Scott Pfuehler can
share their experiences from the
convention.  “Show and Tell” is always
entertaining, and at this meeting Pat
Cavanagh will share his restored Fuel Unit
and Distributor from his ‘64 Fuelie.



Attitude  Adjustment
Night

The gathering place for our August Attitude
       Adjustment Night on Tuesday evening,
August 16, will be Bravo’s Mexican Grill at 4532 East
51st St. We will continue to meet at Bravo’s for the
next few months.

The  time  people  start  to  arrive  is 5:30  p.m.  Most
are there before 6:00 p.m.

August Breakfast
Meeting

Our monthly breakfast will take place on
        Saturday, August 6.  The location is Ollie’s
Station Restaurant in the Redfork area of West Tulsa.
The address is  4070 Southwest Blvd. The phone
number is (918)446-0524, in case you need it.

You can choose the buffet or you can order from the
menu. The time to be there is 8:30 a.m., but people
always start arriving by 8:00 - 8:15 a.m.

Oklahoma Chapter
Merchandise

by Bob Clark

We currently have Oklahoma Chapter denim
shirts, long and short sleeve, for $25  each. We

also have Oklahoma Chapter sweat shirts for $25.

Please all me at 918 / 625-2303 or  918 / 299-9001 to
order an item.  You could also send an email to
vettefan66@sbcglobal.net. Be sure to include the type
of shirt and size.  I will be at the next meeting. I’ll have
samples at the meeting and  actual merchandise in
my car.

• Corvette Carlisle, Fairgrounds Carlisle,
Pennsylvania, August 26th thru 28th.

• Cruise Night at 91st & Memorial, Our club will
participate two more times this year, (weather
permitting) on September 13th and October
25th.

• Oklahoma NCRS Chapter Indoor Judging
Meet, September 17th.

• Plans are in-work for a guest speaker who
provided over-sight to the ZR 1’s LT5
Powerplant built by Mercury Marine in
Stillwater (let’s call him Steve).

I encourage each of you to write an article for our
Side Pipe to share your car related knowledge,
journeys and stories.  To continue moving forward
there are numerous opportunities for you to participate
in our Chapter which is vital to our continued success
as The Oklahoma Chapter of NCRS.  I’m excited as
we are well into the summer season, and this year is
filled with opportunity and fun as we restore, preserve,
document and enjoy our Corvettes.

I look forward to seeing everyone and their cars on
Saturday.

September Oklahoma Chapter
NCRS Judging Event

by Brett Driscoll
Oklahoma Chapter Judging Chair

NCRS #26846

Hello Corvette Enthusiasts,

 I hope you are  enjoying your Corvette. We had
some beautiful days in July, at least one or two come
to mind.

There are some important things that I need for you
all to do.  First, mark your calendar for Saturday,
September 17,  at 8:00 a.m. We are having a
Chapter judging meet at Dominic White’s car shop,
8515 East Skelly Drive, Tulsa, Oklahoma. It is a great
facility for this type of event. The best way to arrive is
by making your way to 27th and Memorial Drive. You
then will need to travel east on 27th Street to the
point where it intersects Skelly Drive. You turn left on
Skelly Drive access road and immediately you are at
the entrance on your left.

Even if you have never judged a Corvette, I promise
you will enjoy yourself. Great friendships develop at
these events.  I think it is going to be a Chapter event
that we will all remember with pride.

The second way you can help is to volunteer to be a
judge.  I am in need of several judges to pull this
Chapter meet together. I know that each of you could
help with the operations section if paired up with the
right partner.  So be sure and plan to attend.

The third thing that I’d like for you to do is to pull an
original part from your shelves that we can talk about



The 58th Corvette built
                                               By Dale Scott

I  acquired this 1953 Corvette through Roy Sinor in
December of 2014. New to NCRS, we discussed

if this car could be judged as a Bowtie candidate
since it had not
been started in
some 45 to 50
years. We
trailered the car
to  my home. I
spent 4 months
cleaning and
replacing some
of the Crome
bumpers and
stainless trim
that was
purchased as
original
replacement
parts through
theft.

In April 2015
Scott Pfuehler

at Saturday’s breakfast.  If you have the same part
in a reproduction configuration, bring it along as well
and we can compare them.  All of this will be done in
a friendly and unassuming manner.

This is your Chapter and your judging meet, so plan
to be a part of it. I have some details to discuss at
the Saturday’s breakfast. I hope to see each of you
and your cars there.

hauled the ‘53 to
Dominic’s to be
flight judged at
our Oklahoma
NCRS Chapter
judging meet in
May.

Roy hauled the
car to Joplin for
the 2015 Heart of
America Regional
Meet in order to
qualify as a
Bowtie candidate,
which it did.

In July, Roy
hauled the ‘53 to
Denver for the
National NCRS
Convention. The
car was awarded 2
stars out of 4
needed to receive
a Bowtie Award.

Fast forward to
February 2016,
Scott hauled the
car to Lloyd
Miller’s. Lloyd was
invaluable in
helping me
preserve this car
in lieu of a
restoration. Once
he unfroze the
engine, we
painstakingly
started to go
through every
component of the car.

The carburetors, fuel pump and water pump were sent
for rebuild. The radiator and gas tank were tested and
cleaned locally. We believed the engine, transmission
and drivetrain were in good working order.

One of the more challenging tasks was Lloyd freeing
the very gummed up existing gas and brake lines. He
straightened the tie rods, rebuild the brake system and
replaced the hoses. Lloyd’s knowledge of a 1953
Corvette was an inspiration of education for me.

Help Wanted

Web-Master for our NCRS-OK web-site.  We
welcome any tech-savvy help to take our

web-site to new levels.  Duties include: Posting
newsletters, articles, pictures and maintaining
calendar and classifieds.  Estimated time required to
maintain 2-3 hours per month, (probably less
depending on skill level).

Please contact Kelly Bolton @ 918-810-6919
or kellybolton@cox.net.



I have photographed about everything possible, even
part numbers within a major component as we
cleaned or sanded contacts to rejuvenate a certain
mechanism. He knew exactly what needed to be
done to get this car back in a drivable condition.
Within 3 months Lloyd and I drove the ‘53 around his
shop. With some final adjustments I drove the ‘53
home.

I must say, this car runs and drives like it did after
being hand built in Flint. There are no rattles and it
floats like a boat on water. Lloyd says this is the most
original 53 he has ever seen. I am very fortunate to
have acquired this car through Roy and have Lloyd
Miller hands on experience in preserving this car to
be street worthy.

An Adventure: A Duntov
& the Statue of Liberty

by Scott Pfuehler

A  couple of weeks ago
        Tulsa had some bad
storms on a Thursday.
Power outages and lots of
roof leaks. Sometimes good
can come out of bad storms.
The good for me was a
chance to accompany Lee
Stigall and his ‘65
Convertible to the NCRS
National Convention in
Rhode Island, America.  Lee
received the award he was
after and on the way home,
which took us through New
York City, we got to see the
Statue of Liberty for about
five seconds and at some
distance, but there was no
doubt who that green statue
was. A Duntov Award and the
Statue of Liberty on one trip.
Wow.

Some observations while at
the Convention: Yankees are
not all jerks.  A tourist from
Oklahoma can drive around
and not get honked at.  Lots
of big and tall bridges in that
part of the world.  There was
a full service gas station on

the Pennsylvania
Turnpike, I mean
all the pumps
were full service.
You cannot have
too many trailer
tire spares.
WalMart sells
Goodyear trailer
tires. The Dodge/
Chrysler boys
were at Carlisle
when we went by.
Gas prices were
not very high but
Lee bought a lot
of it.

Motel breakfasts
aren’t too bad.  McDonald’s has a lobster roll sandwich
that costs nine bucks.  Didn’t buy one.  On the loop
around St. Louis a car lot has a ‘03 Yellow Z06. but I

think they want too much for it.
BBQ joints give good
directions.  Nice NCRS t-shirts
at 3 for 10 bucks were hard to
pass up.  Didn’t.  ‘63 coupes
were everywhere, not so much
‘63 Convertibles.  There were
four ‘70-7’2 LT1’s there for
Bowtie judging, all with the
same owner.  A red ‘57 two-
owner w/ 24000 miles for
Bowtie judging and it achieved
4 stars. It was beautiful.  A red
‘66 BB coupe w/16000 miles
received 3 stars because the
motor was replaced under
warranty in ‘66.  Six, count
them, Six ‘68-’69 L88’s in one
row.  Not a single ‘73 or ‘74 in
attendance for judging.  About
180 Corvettes under the show
tents for display and judging of
one kind.  The year of the ‘66
sure brought them out.  Lees’
‘65 was judged the last day, as
were 45 others.  Lee and I met
a ‘67 owner whose son is a
SEAL on assignment in Africa.
Lee thinks the time between
receiving his two Duntov’s is a
record.  Could be too.  At least
4 Oklahoma Chapter members



were there
judging.
Rhode
Island
beaches
have big
gulls, lots
of round
rocks and
real cold water.  Sitting at an ice cream stand eating
RI ice cream and watching the rest of the world go
by is kind of neat.  Every house off the main drag
has a rock wall.  Dunkin Donut stores were
everywhere. One per block I think.  JD makes great
cookies. A certain Duntov Awarded ‘65 maroon
Corvette convertible is now retired.

Road Tour to Guthrie, OK
A-26 Restoration Project

by Phil Gray

I t was a bright clear morning when a hearty group
met at the Chrystal City Shopping center for an

8:00 A.M. departure for Guthrie, OK Airport.
Members of the Oklahoma Chapter of NCRS had
been invited by Member Tom Parsons to come up
and inspect the progress of restoration of a vintage
A-26 Twin engine World War II bomber.  We had
made this trip years ago and wanted to view the
progress.

From the attached photos you can view the six
Corvettes, one German import and one steel car that
assembled for the trip. Ralph & Linda Lakner, Kelly
Bolton, Ed and Patricia Brett, Verle and Beth
Randolph, Phil and Paul Gray, Bud and Janet
Jessee, Brett Driscoll, Jim Elder, Jerry Neville and
friend loaded up for the trip.  Traveling west along
Highway 33 we stopped at a wide spot in the road
and were joined by Neal Kennedy in his Silver
Corvette. Joel Miller, John Neas, Don Partridge and
Mike Partridge also joined us at this stop. The road
was clear and the temperature remained below 92
degrees F. making it tolerable even for the non AC
cars.  Bud Jessee even had his top down for the
westward trip.

Tom Parsons and part of his restoration crew
greeted us at the Guthrie Airport and the hanger that
housed the A-26, subject of our inspection. Jim
Dudnelly, James Dudnelly (Jim’s son), Kurt Konrath
and Bill Jones answered questions, provided
impromptu show and tell sessions as we were

allowed to
crawl into onto
and around
the aircraft.
Gene Holtz
and Homer
Lichtenwalter,
traveled
separately
and joined the
group at the
airport. Gene
Holtz and
Tom Parsons
drove their
Corvettes
from their
homes in the
OK City area.

Please see
the attached
photos as
words cannot
describe the
extent of this
effort.

Most of the
group
adjourned for
lunch at a
fine
restaurant,
Stacy’s
Place, 113 W.
Harrison
Street in
Historic
Guthrie. If
you are in the
area and
want to enjoy
a fine meal,
we
recommend
Stacy’s
Place.

Resuming
our tour, we
made our
way up
Interstate 35



to Highway
51 for our
return trip to
Tulsa. The
temperature
climbed to at
least 98 so
tops went up
and those
with AC
turned them
on. Speaking
from my
son’s and my
perspective,
it was a
great trip,
even without
the benefit of
AC.

Those
wanting to
donate to this restoration project may do so by
contacting the following:

SH A26 Group  c/o Mike Rangel
13500 Auburn Lane
Edmond, OK 73013

Pat and Kelly’s
Corvette Adventure  (Part 5)

by Pat Cavanah

Back in 1964, the recently
        introduced Stingray was
the benchmark American sports
car and very serious competition
for cars like the XKE Jaguar and
the new Cobra from Shelby
American. In early 1964 a newly
formed Southern California rock
group called The Rip Chords
released their first album and it
included their hit song “Hey Little
Cobra” which documents a bit of
that early automotive rivalry.  I am sure you will recall
these lyrics:

I took my Cobra down to the track,
Hitched to the back of my Cadillac

Everyone was there just waiting for me
There were plenty of Stingray’s and XKE’s

Chorus: Spring little Cobra..getting ready to strike….
When the flag went down, you could hear rubber burn

The Stingray had me going into the turn
I hung a big shift and got into high

And when I flew by the Stingray, I waved bye bye
Chorus; Spring little Cobra…..Getting ready to

strike…
…

This must have been an interesting time for
automotive enthusiasts!

In Part 4, I had removed the drivetrain from my 1964
Fuel Injected Corvette and was preparing to detail the
engine compartment and freshen up the drivetrain.
I purchased a SBC engine cradle with casters from
Jegs and a 2 ton crane from Harbor Freight.  This
allowed me to easily put the short block in the back of
my truck and take it to Kent at K & S Engines, who
had recently completely my heads which I discussed
in Part 4.

Kent removed the freeze plugs and the oil gallery pipe
plugs from the short block. The short block was then
“hot tanked” and Magnafluxed to insure it was clean
and there were no cracks.

When the bores were measured, it confirmed that the
block had never been bored.  The cylinders were
running .006 inch over standard with nearly .003 inch
of taper.

A thorough inspection of the pistons, rods, pins and
the crank showed the rotating assembly was in good
shape.  I considered just lightly honing the cylinders

and re-ringing the engine but
Kent felt the clearances would be
borderline high after honing.

Kent found a set of reproduction
Speed Pro pistons that were .020
inch over standard.  This allowed
Kent to hone the bores to the
ideal clearance for the pistons
instead of boring it.  I had the
flywheel balanced earlier and
Kent considered balancing the
rotating assembly.  But after

checking the pistons but we found they were all within
one gram of each other ,so we decided the rotating
assembly did not need to be balanced
.
Earlier when Scott Pfuehler and I pulled the oil pan to
check the main bearings, we found that the rear main
bearing had Heli-Coils installed.



  I had Kent check the rear main
bearing cap, and we decided to
line-bore the block and then install
standard size main bearings
because the crankshaft journals
were in very good shape.

When the block was disassembled
we decided to replace the original
3849346 (30/30) cam with a Comp
Cams part number 12-107-3 direct
replacement cam with .485 intake
and exhaust lift and 284 degrees
of duration.  We used the
recommended 981-16 Comp
Cams springs and 800-16 Comp
Cams solid lifters that have EDM
holes to facilitate cam lubrication
on start up. To spin this new cam
we added a Comp Cams 2100
magnum double row timing chain.
After a thorugh inspection Kent
decided to use the original “O” 1.5
rocker arms and pushrods.

One afternoon I received a call
from Kent telling me that my rare
undented 6 quart oil pan was in
poor shape because he found
surface rust under the paint.  I had
not noticed this earlier because
the pan had been painted at one
time.  Kent was skeptical that the
pan could be rejuvenated and said
it was not a fan of having it bead
or sand blasted.  Fortunately Mike
Smith  was in the shop that day
and he suggested I use Evapo-
Rust to clean it up.  I ordered a
five gallon pail of Evapo-Rust and
soaked half of the pan for two
days.  When I pulled it out I was
amazed at how effectively this bio-
degradable chemical worked.
After a total of four days of
soaking, one end at a time, in the
five gallon pail my oil pan was like
new again.  Remarkable chemical!
You will find lots of uses for this
stuff.

As Kent started measuring the
clearances and assembling th
engine I decided to use a stock
steel shim head gaskets since I planned to use

Sonoco or VP 110 leaded race
fuel in the engine. I know it’s
inconvenient but I won’t drive the
car more than 1K miles per year.
I purchased a portable 12 gallon
fuel tank to make the process of
filling the car a little easier.

Kent and I agreed that he would
assemble the block without the
fuel injection unit and then I
would then bring it back to my
shop to paint and mock up all of
the components on the engine. I
would then bring the engine back
to Kent and we would install it on
his dyno to break-in the engine
and measure the horsepower
and torque.

In May, Scott Pfuehler began the
restoration of my fuel injection
unit. We ordered the rebuild
components from John
DeGregory in Pennsylvania.
These included the normal
gaskets, nuts, bolts, clips and
several wear parts.  Scott had
the aluminum components
reskinned and the plated parts
zinc plated. The choke
adjustment assembly was
broken and I was able to find a
NOS fuel injection choke plate on
EBay. We believe the Cherry
Micro-switch that actuates the
excess starting fuel is original to
the fuel injection unit.  While it
works, I am looking for a backup
switch.

I took each of the fuel injection
nozzles, screens and metering
plates to Enovation Controls for
cleaning in our new high
performance Ultra Sonic Cleaner.
By early July the fuel injection
unit was complete and ready to
be installed on the engine.  After
the trial mock up on the rebuilt
engine, Scott thought we should
run the fuel injection unit on his
1963 roadster to resolve any
tuning issues before we take the



engine to K & S Engines to break-in the engine.
After the transmission was removed ,Scott removed
the side
cover and
it showed
normal
wear on
the
synchro’s
and gears.
The clutch
and
pressure
plate
looked
new.  Scott
said the pressure plate is a high performance unit that
maybe too stiff for leisurely cruising.  I will have to
decide if I want to replace the pressure plate with a
stock unit.

At Kelly’s recommendation, I took the transmission to
Lester’s Gears to be checked out and new seals and
gaskets installed.  It’s ready to go back in the car at
this point.
The shifter
is another
story and it
is on my
priority list
to be rebuilt
after it
comes out
of the
Evapo-
Rust.

At our
breakfast
meeting in
August I
plan to
bring the
fuel
injection
unit and
have Scott describe the restoration process.

Next month, in Part 6 we will continue on my journey
and cover the restoration or replacement of a number
of engine compartment components.

Corvette Classified

FOR SALE:
Alternators:
1100693 37 Amp Rebuilt
Original for 1965 to 1968 Chevrolet Products
1965 – Pass base unit, Corvette 327, Chev II, Chevelle
1966 – Pass base unit, Corvette 327, Chev II, Chevelle
1967 – Pass base unit, Corvette 327, Chev II, Chevelle, Camaro
1968 – Corvette Base 300-400 HP
Date Code
5  F  23      5  J  13     5  K   7     6  J    8     6  J   26 $150ea
1100750 61 Amp Rebuilt
1967 – Pass A/C, Corv 350/390/400 AC WO/With TI, Chev II AC
Optional K76, Chevelle, Camaro
Date Code
5  J  15 (used) $100    6  L  11, 7  A  16. 7  E  18, 7  E  23,  $200
Grill:
1958–1960 Grill Bar & Teet–USED-GOOD CONDITION - $150
1958 – 1960 Other Grill Moldings
1961 NOS Grill GM   $500         1961 NOS Paragon     $400
Air Cleaners:
1962 – 1964  Chevrolet Two Barrel Small Block – Top might be
correct for four barrel
Motors, etc:
1970  NOS  LS7, $10,000, Many Blocks and some complete
Exhaust Manifolds:
1958-1960 Corvette, Pass (will fit other years) 3749965
Left-Hand Exhaust Manifold      4 @  $45 each
1957 Corvette, Pass  3733975  Left-Hand Exhaust Manifold  $75
1968 – 1972 NOS Accelerator Pedal (1) 3923611
Side Exhaust Cover:
1969 NOS Right Side 3972592
Pistons:
1961   NOS FI Pistons and rings .030 - $600.00

Will work on other 283 motors
NOS   283 C.I. Sealed Power Forged, .030 11 to 1 C.R.
- $600



A DeWitt Radiator: Need one, want to upgrade the one in
your Corvette or put one in the LS motor restrorod you are
building.

Call Scott, 918-437-5292.  He will share his discount with
with you.

Heads:
14101127 - 1986 and possibly 1987  NOS Aluminum Heads with
valves, etc  2 sets @ $500 each, Possibly good for street rods,
etc.
Numerous ‘50’s and ‘60’s FI Heads
Camshafts:
1967 – 1969 NOS Buick 400 & 430
1969 – 1970 NOS  350 CI  350 HP  Cam (2) 3896962
Also 1973 – 1980 , 1970 – 1972 NOS  350 CI  370 HP  Cam (2)
3972178 ,  1956 – 1963 NOS  Camshafts (3)  3736097
Also 1956 – 1958 Pass
NOS 1st Design   Offroad  GM  12364053   Cam kit factory
3927140  Lift intake 493 exh 512 Duration,
                Intake 257 exhaust 264
1956–1963  097 Camshafts –Four used–Good Condition
$100 ea Lifters:GM Solid Lifters  5231585    Edge Orifice –
These are the correct lifters for the Sold Lifter GM Cam-
shaft,  Set of 16  -  $500  (sounds high but this was about
what GM was selling them for when they went out of stock
– approx $700-$900 on Ebay)

Brakes:
1956 – 1958  NOS  Front Brake Shoes   Cerametallic $10,000
Interior:
1984 – 1996, Engine Compartment Light Lens ,#16506291
NOS 4  @ $20 each, 1969–1976  NOS  333427  Map Pocket $60

Bell Housing:
1964-1968  Pass, Corvette–67-69  L88  #3858403  USED  $160
1964  409 Pass Only   USED  $700
1950’s V8 Pickup   2 @ $7.50 each
1956 – 1962 NOS  Clutch Underpans (4)
Exterior:
1984  E87  NOS  14086769 Left-Hand Heated Mirror
Might fit later years     $200
(1956-1962)Convertible top frame–GREAT CONDITION
$3,0001956 – 1957 NOS Front Right Side Bumperette
Supports (2) 37244761958 – 1960 NOS Front Right
Side Bumperette Supports (1) 3739332
1958 – 1960 NOS Front Left   Side Bumperette
Supports (1) 3739331
1968 – 1969 NOS  Grill Right Outer (2)  39665541968 – 1969
NOS Grill Left Outer (2)  3966553
1968 – 1969 NOS Grill Center (1) 39665551968 –
1969 NOS Center Rear License Bezel (1)  39197151969 –
1974 NOS STINGRAY Side Emblem 39562161956 –
1957 Gas Filler - Plated
Windshield Glass:                                                               1956 –
1962 NOS LOF Clear TBD                   Gas Tank:
USED  56 – E57    Needs Cleaning   $25
Flywheels:                                                                           Numer-
ous USED – Mostly 168 tooth at least one 153 tooth  TBD
Wiper Motor Area:
1958 – 1962 NOS  Wiper Motor Mount on firewall  center
pulley (5)
Third Members:
1955 – 1964 Pass   /  1956 – 1962 Corvette Various Ratios –
Open Axle $150
#1 – Casting #3725899  Casting Date: B118  ID Code: BA (3:55)

Assembly Date:  02 25
#2 – Casting #3725899 Casting Date: K17    ID Code: AB (3:36

powerglide Detroit) Assembly Date: 11 06
#3 – Casting #3707306 56 Pas   ID Code: AA    (3:70  3-speed)

 Assembly Date:  12 18 #4 – Casting
#3725899- Casting Date: K47   ID Code: BA (3:55)

Assembly Date:  11 08
#5 – Casting #3707306   56 Pass   ID Code: AA (3:70  3-speed)

 Assembly Date:  02 24
Electrical:
1969 Corvette Big Block USED (possibly other years)  Spark Plug
Wires with braiding $200
1979 Small Block Spark Plug Wires 1st Qtr 1979
Many more C-1, C-3, 409, Pass car parts
Tires:
4 Firestone 500 GR70-15 Steel Radials Black Walls  1,000 miles
Look Great $1,000 negotiable  (have not blown out yet)
Wheels:
4   American Vectors with Corvette centers  15” x  8 1-2”

$400  (like Kelly Bolton has)2   ‘69-82’s      NOS Steel
Wheel  15”  x  8”One is painted One still with

Wilkerson label
1  Never used Febr 1969 Corvette Spare Tire and Wheel

15” x  8” w/ NOS Blackwall-same date 2  15” x
5”   Welded   Large stem hole  3    14” x  5”
Welded   Bead retainer  ‘63 and later
4  15” x  5” Riveted ’53 type wheel–one still has pinstriping
6    14” x  5”   Welded     ’62 and earlier
1    14” x  5”   Welded     Bead retainer Chevelle
4    14” x  6”   ’62 Station Wagon Wheels
1    14” x  5”   With tire – Some Chevy product1    14” x  5”   With
tire – U S  Uniroyal Safety 8 – WW -  Non DOT
1    15” x  5” 4 _” bolt pattern   Unknown
3   15” x  5 1/2”  3838080   NOS ’63-64 Corvette Wheels
1    15” x  5” 4 _” wheel pattern Ford
4    14” x  6”     3960347   NOS  Station Wagon
1    14” x  6” Station Wagon wheel ’63 and later
1    14” x  5” Some bend damage CHEAP
2    14” x  5” ’57 Chev
Stainless:
1953 – 1955 Right Door
1956 – 1961 NOS and USED  various cove trim

Some radiators for 1962 – 1964 pass w/ small
block and six cylinders

Hubcaps:1953 – 1955 Corvette  NOS Hubcaps
1963 Passenger  Small  409 Type Hubcaps
1956 – 1962 Corvette Hubcaps – Several1969 and later
             Hubcaps, rings, etc
Fan Shroud:
1958 – 1959 (approximately) Used Original Fan Shroud –
Narrow with Keystone $1001960 – 1962 Used
original with one NOS lower part – Good Condition  $200
Springs:
1953 – 1962 NOS Front Springs 3756540
1961  (1957 – 1962) Used Rear Springs
Door Glass - USED:
1969 Right Side DOT 15 M 74
1969 Left SideDOT 15 M 741969  Right Side  M 74 AX1969

Left SideM 74 AX
Oil Pans:
1957 Chevrolet Pass Oil Pan
1964 Chevrolet Small Block Oil Pan  (possibly fits 1962, 1963)

Contact John Neas  918-749-7741 office   918-231-4454 cell



Bob Clark  •  Editor

10809 So. Louisville Ave.  •  Tulsa, OK 74137-6720

home • (918) 299-9001  •  work • (918) 298-2777

Fax - work 918-298-2778  •  home 918-298-9094

E-Mail  • vettefan66@sbcglobal.net

Upcoming Events

NCRS registered marks used in the NCRS Drivellne: NCRS
Flight Awards, NCRS Master Judge Award, NCRS
Performance Verification Award, NCRS Founders Award,
NCRS Sportsman Award, NCRS American Heritage Award,
NCRS Duntov McLellan, and Hill Mark of Excellence
Awards, and the NCRS Folz Memorial Award. All are
registered with the United States Patent and Trademark
Office.

*** Please  think about writing an article or contributing an
item of interest for the newsletter.  This can be a tech tip
you've found, an article to reprint from another publication
that would be of interest, a personal experience that would
interest other members, or an item of news about the
chapter or its members.  Remember, include pictures  if you
can. Your Corvette classified ads are welcome, too. You can
mail, e-mail, FAX, or loan me a flash drive or CD(Windows
or Macintosh ).  Remember!!  Your help  is needed to make
this newsletter a voice of our chapter !

NCRS Communication
To keep up to date with the latest news from your
Oklahoma Chapter NCRS and your Region VII Director,
be sure to advise Bob Clark or Don Partridge of any
e-mail address changes.  This also applies to phone
numbers and new mailing addresses.

If your address is not current, then you will not receive the
latest news and information.

Thanks also go to Jim Elder,
Neal Kennedy, and Verle
Randolph for their continuing
help in folding and mailing.

Thanks to
Brad Williams and

Mazzio’s for continuing
to support the

Oklahoma Chapter
NCRS.

We appreciate your
help.

Thanks to  Brett Driscoll, Scott
Pfuehler, Pat Cavanagh, Phil
Gray, Dale Scott and Bonney
Clark  for their contributions to
this Sidepipe issue.

Aug     4        Oklahoma Chapter Breakfast Meeting - Ollie’s Station Restaurant  - 4070 Southwest Blvd - Tulsa, OK
Aug    16       Attitude Adjustment Night - Bravo’s Mexican Grill - 4532 East 51st St. - Tulsa, OK
Aug   26-28   Corvette Carlisle - Carlisle Fairgrounds - Carlisle, Pennsylvania
Sept     3       Oklahoma Chapter Breakfast Meeting - Ollie’s Station Restaurant  - 4070 Southwest Blvd - Tulsa, OK
Sept   13      Cruise Night gathering - 91st & S. Memorial Drive - Tulsa, Oklahoma
Sept   17      Oklahoma Chapter Judging meet at Dominic White’s shop  - 8515 E. Skelly Drive - Tulsa, Oklahoma
Sept  22-24  Ontario NCRS Regional - Hamilton, Ontario Canada
Oct   20-22   Texas LoneStar NCRS Regional - Frisco, Texas

918.948.6589


